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The Energy Affordability Crisis:
Quantification, Solutions, Implications

TTF one-year forward
price hit 281 €/MWh
on Aug. 25, 2022

Following the spike in gas and power prices since mid-June, we believe that the
Energy Crisis, and in particular affordability, has reached a tipping point, likely
requiring signiﬁcant policy intervention. In our view, the market continues to
underestimate the depth, the breadth and the structural repercussions of
the crisis – we believe these will be even deeper than the 1970s oil crisis. At current
forward prices, we estimate that energy bills will peak early next year at
c.€500/month for a typical European family, implying a c.200% increase vs. 2021.
For Europe as a whole, this implies a c.€2 tn surge in bills, or c.15% of GDP, we
estimate.
We believe the market is overly negative on regulatory risk and believe that
near-term solutions could be a major clearing event. We see scope for the
introduction of price caps in power generation, which we estimate could save
Europe c.€650 bn pa. Yet, price caps would not fully solve the affordability issue: this
is why the introduction of a “tariff deﬁcit” might eventually be needed, to spread
the spike in bills over 10-20 years and allowing Utilities to securitize these future
payments.
Towards a new market design and full electriﬁcation. We present structural
solutions, including a new market design in power generation – to decouple gas
prices from the remuneration of ﬁxed-cost generation sources (hydro, nuclear, wind,
solar) – and an acceleration in the electriﬁcation of the economy. The deﬂationary
effect of RES sources could lower energy bills by c.75% vs. current levels and
make future energy costs more stable.
Sector implications. We believe the market is exaggerating regulatory concerns in
power generation, the more so given indications reported in QE and Reuters
(September 1), which suggest that the EU is planning to recommend the
introduction of price caps, and the elimination of windfall taxes. This would be a
positive development, we believe.
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Following the spike in gas and power prices since mid-June, we believe that the Energy
Crisis, and in particular affordability, has reached a tipping point, likely requiring
signiﬁcant policy intervention. In our view, the market continues to underestimate the
depth, the breadth and the structural repercussions of the crisis – we believe these will
be even deeper than the 1970s oil crisis. At current forward prices, we estimate that
energy bills will peak early next year at c.€500/month for a typical European family,
implying a c.200% increase vs. 2021. For Europe as a whole, this implies a c.€2 tn
surge in bills, or c.15% of GDP.
We believe the market is overly negative on regulatory risk as currently Utilities do
not enjoy any windfall proﬁt: owing to hedges, 2022 earnings largely reﬂect the
commodity backdrop of one/two years ago. Thus, most ad hoc measures would limit
future increases in power generation proﬁts, as opposed to lowering current earnings.
Also, in the context of a +€2 tn increase in energy bills, even eliminating the bottom
line of the sector (c.€30 bn for 2022E) would only contribute to solving c.1% of the
problem, leaving 99% unresolved.
Near-term solutions could be a major clearing event: price caps and tariff deﬁcit.
We see scope for the introduction of price caps in power generation, which we
estimate could save Europe c.€650 bn pa. Yet, price caps would not fully solve the
affordability issue: the increase in energy bills would still be of +€1.3 tn, or c.10% of
GDP, we estimate. This is why the introduction of a “tariff deﬁcit” might eventually be
needed, to spread the spike in bills over 10-20 years and allowing Utilities to securitize
these future payments.
Towards a new market design and full electriﬁcation. We present structural
solutions, including a new market design in power generation – to decouple gas prices
from the remuneration of ﬁxed-cost generation sources (hydro, nuclear, wind, solar) –
and an acceleration in the electriﬁcation of the economy. The deﬂationary effect of RES
sources could lower energy bills by c.75% vs. current levels, while the ﬁxed-cost
nature of RES would make future energy costs more stable.
Sector implications. We believe the market is exaggerating regulatory concerns in
power generation, the more so given indications reported in QE and Reuters
(September 1), which suggest that the EU is planning to recommend the introduction of
price caps, and the elimination of windfall taxes. This would be a positive development,
we believe. At the same time, investors appear to be ignoring the structural positives,
such as the urgent need to accelerate electriﬁcation investments.
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Executive Summary
Following the spike in European gas and power prices since mid-June, we believe that
the Energy Crisis, and in particular affordability, has reached a tipping point, likely
requiring signiﬁcant policy intervention. In our view, the market continues to
underestimate the depth, the breadth and the structural repercussions of the crisis – we
believe the repercussions will be even deeper than the 1970s oil crisis.
At current forward prices, we estimate that energy bills will peak early next year at
c.€500/month for a typical European family, implying c.200% increase vs. 2021. For
Europe as a whole, this implies a c.€2 tn surge in energy bills, or c.15% of GDP. We
believe the market is exaggerating regulatory concerns in power generation, the more
so given indications reported in QE and Reuters (September 1), which suggest that the
EU is planning to recommend the introduction of price caps, and the elimination of
windfall taxes. This would be a very positive development, we believe. At the same
time, investors appear to be ignoring the structural positives, such as the urgent need
to accelerate electriﬁcation investments.

Consumers soon to spend c.€500/month on power and gas
For most families and industrial customers, energy bills are renegotiated every twelve
months; on our estimates, energy bills for most consumers will peak this winter. We
estimate a c.€500/month cost for power and gas currently, implying a c.200% increase
vs. 2021 when average bills were c.€160/month. Energy bills could approach
€600/month in a zero ﬂows (from Russia) scenario we believe.
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Exhibit 1: Based on current forward curves, household energy bills in Italy could reach nearly €500/month
Italian power and gas household bills evolution (€/month)
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For Europe as a whole, assuming the same magnitude of increase, this would be
equivalent to a near +c.€2 tn increase in gas and power spending (equivalent to c.15%
of GDP).
Exhibit 2: For Europe as a whole, the increase in energy costs between 2021 and 2023 could approach €2 tn
Europe’s increase in energy costs calculation (TWh, €/MWh and € bn)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

The following Exhibit shows a sensitivity analysis in the surge in energy bills for Europe,
depending on the development of gas and power prices.
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Exhibit 3: Europe’s energy bills could surge by c.€1-4 trillion vs 2021, depending on the evolution of
gas/power prices
Surge in Europe’s gas/power bills vs 2021 (power at €75/MWh, gas at €27/MWh)
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Windfall taxes: focus appears misplaced
As described above, the increase in energy bills for Europe implied by current forward
curves is c.€2 tn; as a reference, European Utilities generate c.€30 bn of net income per
year, globally and across divisions (including regulated activities). In this context, even
eliminating the Utilities’ bottom line would mitigate only c.1% of the increase in bills we
anticipate, while harming private investment in energy security and compromising the
REPowerEU plan.
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Near-term solutions: price caps and tariff deﬁcit
We see scope for the introduction of price caps in power generation, which we estimate
could save Europe c.€650 bn in power bills pa. These could follow the example set in
Spain, where there are two co-existing caps: (1) a cap on gas prices that CCGTs are
permitted to translate to the electricity price (c.€70/MWhg, which compares with
current TTF levels of c.€200/MWhg); and (2) a cap on the level of remuneration
ﬁxed-cost technologies (hydro, nuclear, wind, solar) are allowed to receive (c.€75/MWh).
Exhibit 4: Potential windfall proﬁts are created in rising gas price
environments

Exhibit 5: A temporary price cap on gas led to a decoupling of the
Spanish forward curve from those of the rest of Europe

Impact from rising gas prices on power supply curve (€/MWh)

Forward (1-year) power price evolution, by region (€/MWh)
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However, price caps would not fully solve the affordability issue: the increase in gas
and power bills would still be +€1.3 tn, or c.10% of GDP, we estimate. This is why the
introduction of a “tariff deﬁcit” might eventually be needed, to spread the recent
spike in bills over 10-20 years, and allowing the Utilities to securitize promptly these
future payments. Although this scheme would limit demand destruction, we believe it
would smooth the increase in tariffs, limit the near-term decline in industrial
production, and largely defuse regulatory risk.
Exhibit 6: Tariff deﬁcit would spread the same cost for gas bills, over a much longer period, as seen in
this example for Italy
Italy monthly gas bills per household evolution, average per month (€/month)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Eurostat

Towards a new market design and full electriﬁcation
We present structural solutions, including a new market design in power generation – to
decouple gas prices from the remuneration of ﬁxed-cost generation sources (hydro,
nuclear, wind, solar) – and an acceleration in the electriﬁcation of the economy. The
deﬂationary effect (and the ﬁxed-cost nature) of RES sources could lower energy bills
by c.75% vs. current levels, while the ﬁxed-cost nature of RES would make future
energy costs more stable.
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Exhibit 7: Merchant, ﬁxed-cost activities beneﬁt from rising gas/power prices, without any impact on the
cost base
Impact from rising gas prices on power supply curve (€/MWh)
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Industry implications: near-term negatives vs. structural positives
We believe the market is exaggerating regulatory concerns in power generation, the
more so given indications reported in QE and Reuters (September 1), which suggest
that the EU is planning to recommend the introduction of price caps, and the elimination
of windfall taxes. This would be a very positive development, we believe. Additionally,
we see most of the negatives from the perspective of the utilities (regulatory risk,
demand destruction) as temporary, while the positives (a green energy capex
super-cycle and higher-for-longer energy prices) appear more structural.

Stock conclusions: we favour RES and look for regulatory inﬂection points
In our view, price caps might in fact prove a near-term relief, especially if coupled with a
recommendation for the elimination of all other windfall taxes, as reported in the
Reuters article mentioned above. Structurally, higher-for-longer energy prices and
(broadly speaking) the strong need to accelerate investments drive our strong
preference for companies with a RES developer focus.
Certain power generators may beneﬁt too from the above-mentioned clearing event,
whilst others more exposed to spot sales could face some top-line pressure.
While regulatory intervention remains a risk (it may ease once energy bills have peaked
this winter), we believe the introduction of a tariff deﬁcit would be a major positive as it
would meaningfully reduce this risk.
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What’s priced in
n

Renewable generators. The REPowerEU plan identiﬁes renewables as a key tool to
achieve energy security. The reform of permitting could fast-track the conversion of
pipelines into real megawatts. Complying with the plan would require more than €1
tn of investment in wind and solar, by 2030, we estimate. The US IRA plan could see
further upside to this ﬁgure.

n

Suppliers. Supply activities are currently seen as very high risk by the market,
owing to a number of threats (regulatory intervention, rising bad debts, the potential
of incurring trading losses). Although these activities may represent a relatively
limited part of the portfolios of certain integrated Utilities, Supply activities represent
the lion’s share of group revenues. As such, we believe that any event that removes
regulatory concerns could quickly drive a turnaround in perceptions. We argue that,
given ongoing demand destruction in gas (in Germany above all), and the potential
for rationing, some of these supply portfolios could ultimately prove over-hedged.
Selling any excess gas (or power) in the market could lead to meaningful (one-off)
gains.
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Quantifying the affordability issue: Consumers are being squeezed
For most families and industrial customers in Europe, energy bills are renegotiated
every twelve months; on our estimates, energy bills for most consumers will peak this
winter: we estimate a c.€500/month for power and gas, implying a c.200% increase vs.
2021 (bills were c.€160/month). Energy bills could approach €600/month in a zero ﬂows
(from Russia) scenario. For Europe as a whole, this would be equivalent to a near +c.€2
tn increase in gas and power spending (equivalent to c.15% of GDP, we estimate).

Households could see their monthly spend rise to c.€500/month
Since January 2020, 1-year forward gas and power prices – usually the reference when
signing new energy supply contracts for families or industrial customers – have each
increased by more than 13x. The following exhibit shows this evolution, rebased to 100.
Exhibit 8 Since early 2020, 1-year forward gas and power prices have increased by more than 13x
Germany power and TTF 1-year forward price evolution (rebased to 100)
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The two exhibits below show the evolution of gas and power prices in absolute terms.
As can be seen, the German 1-year forward price is currently c.€600/MWh, from just
over €40/MWh two years ago. Other countries in Europe have seen a similar evolution.
Gas (TTF) is now at c.€240/MWh, from €16/MWh in early 2020.
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Exhibit 9: Currently, the German power price is c.€600/MWh, from
just over €40/MWh in early 2020

Exhibit 10: The gas TTF price is now c.€240/MWh, from c.€16/MWh
in Jan 2020

Germany 1-year forward power price evolution (€/MWh)

TTF 1-year forward price evolution (€/MWh)
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On our estimates, in 2021, the average Italian family spent about €160/month on power
and gas consumption, or less than €2,000 per year. The current forward curves suggest
that the marginal renegotiation is at a cost of c.€500/month, a c.200% increase from
the 2021 level. Energy bills could approach €600/month in a zero ﬂows (from Russia)
scenario, we estimate.
Exhibit 11: Based on current forward curves, household energy bills in Italy could reach nearly €500/month
by 2023
Italian power and gas household bills evolution (€/month)
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The exhibit below shows that gas would be the main contributor to the increase in
household energy bills, representing more than two-thirds of it.
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Exhibit 12: On our mark-to-market estimates, gas will account for about two-thirds of the average monthly
energy bill payment
Typical Italian household energy bill breakdown by source, 2023E (percentage)
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70%

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

The following exhibit shows the evolution of gas/power bills, as a percentage of
households’ disposable income, for Europe. As a reference, over the last decade
(including 2020), energy bills have represented c.7% of households’ income in the
region. At current power and gas prices however, this percentage could signiﬁcantly
increase over the next few years. As per below, if we assume constant household
incomes to 2023 (at 2020 levels) and current forward curves, energy bills could
represent more than 20% of households’ disposable income by then, >3x the current
level.
Exhibit 13: At current gas/power prices, energy bills could represent >20% of households’ disposable
income by 2023, we estimate
EU households’ energy bills over gross disposable income evolution (percentage)
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The energy crisis could cost Europe c.€2 tn in higher energy bills
For Europe as a whole, we estimate that the increase in energy costs through 2021-23
could approach €2 tn, equivalent to c.15% of the region’s GDP.
Exhibit 14: For Europe as a whole, the increase in energy costs through 2021-23 could approach €2 tn, we
estimate
Europe’s increase in energy costs calculation (TWh, €/MWh and € bn)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

The following Exhibit shows a sensitivity analysis in the surge in energy bills for Europe,
depending on the development of gas and power prices.
Exhibit 15: Europe’s energy bills could surge by c.€1-4 trillion vs 2021, depending on the evolution
of gas/power prices
Surge in Europe’s gas/power bills vs 2021 (power at €75/MWh, gas at €27/MWh)
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If current 1-year forward prices remain unchanged for the coming six months, we
estimate that supply contract renegotiations would lift the EU’s power and gas unitary
bills by c.200%, vs. 2021. As a reference, the exhibits below show (using Italy as an
example) the unitary cost of energy (€/MWh) evolution of gas and electricity, for both
industrial users and households.
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Exhibit 16: EU power bills could increase by c.70% in 2022, and by
c.150% in 2023, vs. 2021

Exhibit 17: EU gas bills could increase by c.150% in 2022, and by
c.350% in 2023, vs.2021
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Italian household and industrial gas bills; evolution (€/MWh)
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Windfall taxes debate is misplaced
As described above, we estimate that the increase in energy bills for Europe on a
mark-to-market basis is currently c.€2 tn, vs.2021. European Utilities generate c.€30 bn
of net income, globally, across their divisions. In this context, even eliminating the
Utilities’ bottom line would mitigate only c.1% of the increase in bills we anticipate,
while harming private investment in energy security and compromising the
REPowerEU plan.

Eliminating the European Utilities’ net income would address only c.1% of the problem
The European Utilities generate c.€30 bn net income annually, globally and across all
divisions (including regulated activities). As such, even eliminating the Utilities’ bottom
line would solve c.1% of the problem.

Exhibit 18: European Utilities generate c.€30 bn net income pa: eliminating this would address only c.1% of
the problem
European Utilities annual net income evolution, 2021-25E (€ bn)

Over 2021-25E, we estimate Utilities to generate c.€150 bn cumulative net income, globally and across all divisions
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Severe ad hoc measures would seriously impair the ability to carry out the REPowerEU
plan
Given the impact that the Energy Crisis is likely to have on households’ disposable
incomes and on corporate margins, we believe all excess proﬁts will be subject to
measures. We believe there is one major area to address: ﬁxed-cost power
generation. Merchant, ﬁxed-cost activities (hydro, nuclear, merchant wind, merchant
solar) beneﬁt from rising gas/power prices, without any impact on the cost base. This
is shown in the following exhibit.
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Exhibit 19: Merchant, ﬁxed-cost activities beneﬁt from rising gas/power prices, without any impact on the
cost base
Impact from rising gas prices on power supply curve (€/MWh)
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In this context, investors continue to ask us about the sensitivity of company earnings
to a €10/MWh windfall tax (or price cap) – we show our estimate of this in the following
exhibit.
Exhibit 20: Fortum, Uniper and Endesa would be particularly sensitive to a windfall tax, we estimate
Net income sensitivity to a €10/MWh windfall tax by company, 2023E (percentage)
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Critically, the base-case assumptions are vital to this analysis: our current estimates
assume a €75/MWh price cap on unregulated volumes sold. The exhibit below provides
4 September 2022
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context for this, showing the historical long-term power price of c.€50/MWh, our price
cap assumption of €75/MWh (consistent with measures already implemented in Spain
and Italy), and the forward curves in Germany for 2023-25.
Exhibit 21: Our estimates assume a €75/MWh price cap on unregulated volumes sold, well below current
forward curves in Germany
Germany power price under different scenarios (€/MWh)
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Likely solutions and why the market appears overly-negative
On September 9, the EU will meet to discuss potential solutions to the triple-digit spike
in power prices: its core aim is to contain bill increases, or to support consumers that
are burdened by it. As part of this process, we believe that the EU is likely to introduce
rules to limit the future rise in proﬁts for power and gas companies. As such, the goal is
not to address windfall proﬁts per se. We anticipate the introduction of price caps in
power generation, which we estimate could save Europe c.€650 bn in power bills pa.
However, we do not believe that price caps would fully solve the affordability issue: the
increase in gas and power bills would still be of +€1.3 tn, or c.10% of GDP we estimate.
This is why we believe a “tariff deﬁcit” might eventually be needed, to spread the
recent spike in bills over 10-20 years and allow the Utilities to securitize promptly these
future payments. Although this scheme would limit demand destruction, it would
smooth the increase in tariffs, limit the near-term decline in industrial production, and
largely defuse regulatory risk, in our view.
We believe the market is exaggerating regulatory concerns around power generation –
the more so given indications reported in QE and Reuters (September 1), which suggest
that the EU is planning to recommend the introduction of price caps, and the elimination
of windfall taxes.

Why is the EU meeting on energy?
Before we address the measures that might be announced, we consider what speciﬁc
problem the EU is trying to resolve:
n

The problem is one of affordability, not excess proﬁts. The EU will meet with its
main objective being to ﬁnd a solution to the triple-digit spike in energy bills: its core
aim is to contain bill increases, or to support consumers that are burdened by it. As
part of this process, we believe that the EU is likely to introduce rules to limit the
future rise in the proﬁts of power and gas companies. As such, the goal is not to
address windfall proﬁts per se. Currently, European Utilities generate c.€30 bn of net
income, globally, across their divisions, which reﬂects the commodity backdrop in
2020-21, as Utilities forward hedge/sell power and gas. In this context, even
eliminating the Utilities’ bottom line would mitigate only 1% of the increase in bills
we anticipate, while harming private investment in energy security and
compromising the REPowerEU plan.

n
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Gas is even more relevant than power. On our mark-to-market estimates, gas will
account for about two-thirds of the average Italian monthly energy bill payment in
2023. Power will account for only one-third. Therefore, assuming the goal is to solve
the affordability problem, solving the gas issue is a more pressing concern than the
cost of power. And in gas, Utilities are the “middle man”; in other words, Utilities
have to procure gas at rising cost and must increase bills to pass these costs
through. In gas, the upstream producers are in fact seeing rising revenues and
proﬁts.
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Exhibit 22: On our mark-to-market estimates, gas will account for about two-thirds of the average monthly
energy bill payment
Typical Italian household energy bill breakdown by source, 2023E (percentage)

Electricity
30%

Household energy bill
c.€500/month
(c.€6,000/year)

Gas
70%

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

We see scope for price-caps and (potentially) a tariff-deﬁcit
Given the success of measures already introduced in certain countries (Spain, Italy,
France), and our own analysis, we see three potential outcomes of the meeting.
Temporary price caps
There are two types of price caps that we believe might be introduced:
1. Power generation price cap on gas. As seen in Spain, CCGTs are fully
compensated for gas procured, while the gas price which CCGTs can translate into
hourly power prices is capped. In Spain, the gas price will be capped at €70/MWh by
the end of the year, or about 25% of the current TTF price. Essentially, this means
that a CCGT would be remunerated for its gas procurement cost (say c.€200/MWhg
currently), but only be able to translate a capped gas price (c.€70/MWh in Spain) into
the power hourly auctions. As a result, although the proﬁtability of CCGTs remains
unchanged under this mechanism, it leads to a decoupling of the Spanish forward
curves from those of the rest of Europe, as shown in the exhibit below.
2. Power generation price cap on ﬁxed-cost technologies. Power prices for
ﬁxed-cost technologies (hydro, nuclear, merchant wind, merchant solar) could simply
be capped: in Italy for instance, the government has chosen to use the 10-year
average, revalued by inﬂation (up to €67/MWh if certain conditions are met). In
Spain, forward sales from ﬁxed-cost technologies are capped at €75/MWh (adjusted
for network losses).
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Exhibit 23: Potential windfall proﬁts are created in rising gas price
environments

Exhibit 24: A temporary price cap on gas led to a decoupling of the
Spanish forward curve from those of the rest of Europe
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We estimate that introducing a power generation price cap on gas across Europe, like
the one in Spain, would lower European power bills by c.€650 bn. This would bring the
mark-to-market increase in energy bills to +€1.3 tn vs. the current mtm level of +€2 tn
(vs. 2021), thus lowering the potential amount that would need to be securitized each
year. Finally, we note that a price cap on gas does not preclude an additional price cap
on power prices applied to ﬁxed cost technologies (solar, wind, hydro and nuclear).
Exhibit 25: Without a price cap mechanism, we estimate energy
costs at the EU level would amount to c.€2 tn pa
Europe’s increase in energy costs calculation (TWh, €/MWh and € bn)

Exhibit 26: Introducing a price cap mechanism on gas like the one
in Spain would lower European energy costs by c.€650 bn, to c.€1.3
tn pa
Europe’s increase in energy costs calculation (TWh, €/MWh and € bn)
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With a power generation price cap on gas
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Tariff deﬁcit
This mechanism would essentially defer and spread the spike in energy bills over a
number of years (in our example, we assume +8% pa, for c.20 years), thus smoothing
the impact on consumers. In such a scheme, Utilities typically securitize these
receivables with a credit institution. Given the large amounts involved on this occasion
(c.€2 tn, as already detailed), the securitization might be done at a centralized level
(ECB, Eurobonds). More details on the tariff deﬁcit mechanism can be found in Tariff
Deﬁcit would minimize the impact on consumers section, later in this report.

Longer term: New market design and gas decoupling
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The increase in commodity prices throughout 2021, the gradual rising share of ﬁxedcost generation (wind, solar), and the shrinking role of thermal plants were good
enough reasons to spark a debate on a new market design. In that same report, we
noted that the main critique of the current system is that gas plants, which currently
produce c.25% of the electricity needed, set prices c.75% of the time, implying high
power prices for the entire system. A new design may require protracted debate (1-2
years) as the technicalities and the analysis of potential repercussions is highly
complex. Nevertheless, one approach might aim to decouple gas prices from the prices
achieved by ﬁxed-cost technologies. Wind and solar in particular could be remunerated
on a “cost-plus” basis for the duration of their lives, we believe. In our view, customers
are better served when the proﬁtability of wind or solar are driven by competitive
auctions, rather than being linked to the gas price. Moving away from “marginal pricing”
and towards a system based on “weighted average” prices could lower current forward
curves from c.€500/MWh to €210/MWh, as shown in the following exhibit, a c.55%
reduction. If we were to increase the share of RES production in the system to 75%
(consistent with the REPowerEU plan), we estimate that power prices would drop
further, to c.€140/MWh (a c.70% reduction) using this weighted average approach.
Exhibit 27: Moving away from marginal pricing and towards a system based on weighted average prices
could signiﬁcantly lower current forward curves
Power price under different market designs, under different scenarios (€/MWh)

-c.55%
-c.70%
c.500
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Weighted avg power price

This calculation assumes the following prices for the remaining technologies: hydro (€50/MWh), nuclear (€65/MWh), onshore wind (€45/MWh), offshore
wind (€70/MWh), solar (€40/MWh), other renewables (€85/MWh), lignite (c.€130/MWh) and coal (c.€200/MWh)
Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research
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Tariff deﬁcit would minimize the impact on consumers
The introduction of a “tariff deﬁcit” could provide a powerful tool: such a mechanism
would essentially defer and spread the increase in energy bills over a number of years
(we illustrate this by assuming +8% pa, for c.20 years), smoothing the impact on
consumers. In such a scheme, Utilities would securitize these receivables with a credit
institution, as seen recently in France, in Spain in the 2000s, and as is currently being
debated in the UK and Italy. A state guarantee would reduce risks further, and should
allow for lower securitization costs. Such a development could prove a material positive,
clearing regulatory event risk, particularly for businesses with large supply portfolios.

How would a tariff deﬁcit work in practice?
We present a simulation of how a theoretical tariff deﬁcit approach might work and its
impact on Italian gas bills. On our estimates, in 2021 a typical family spent (on average)
nearly €100/month on gas bills. Under the current regime (clients are liberalized and
typically sign 12-month ﬁxed-price contracts with suppliers), we estimate that 2022 gas
bills will reach nearly €220/month, and then peak in 2023 (based on the current forward
curves) at above €300/month.
A tariff deﬁcit would spread these bills over time. As a hypothetical example, an annual
increase of 8% in bills out to 2040 (from the 2021 average) would imply (assuming no
cost of carry, i.e., no interest rate adjustment, for simplicity) the same payments in gas
bills over the coming couple of decades, but with a very different schedule. In 2041,
bills would normalize.

Exhibit 28: Tariff deﬁcit would spread the same cost for gas bills, over a much longer period of time,
as seen in this example for Italy
Italy monthly gas bills per household evolution, average per month (€/month)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Eurostat
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Clearly, for this approach to be effective, certain conditions are needed:
n

Securitization: the ability to securitize these future payments is key in our view, to
avoid any excessive burden on the balance sheets of Utilities (the Utilities would
have to procure gas at very expensive price levels, and would be selling it at a loss
until, in our example, 2031). Securitizing these future payments would allow the
Utilities to maintain solid credit ratings and an appropriate liquidity position.

n

Cost of carry adjustment: for simplicity, our example assumes no cost of carry.
Clearly though, any tariff payment deferral would likely have to be adjusted
(increased) for interest costs.

n

Visibility on the decline in long-term bills: the tariff deﬁcit mechanism works as
an extraordinary measure, in extraordinary circumstances. We believe the
double-digit supply shock caused by the reduction in Russian gas ﬂows qualiﬁes as
such. Over the past 15 years, the average gas price in Europe has been less than
€25/MWh. Although the market may remain tighter for longer, alternative supplies
(US LNG, North Africa, etc.) and – most of all – the electriﬁcation of buildings (space
heating) imply, in our view, a near-certain reduction in longer-term costs.
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RES are part of the solution to the affordability problem
We see renewable sources (wind and solar above all) as central to any structural solution
to the energy affordability crisis. Since 2010, the levelized cost of electricity of these
technologies has fallen by c.60%-80%. Depending on location and technology type, on
our 2025 estimates, the LCOE for wind and solar will be €35-70/MWh (consistent with
IRRs at 200 bp over WACC). This compares with forward curves across Europe of
c.€500/MWh in most regions, and replacement costs for thermal plants at c.€600/MWh.

A 60%-80% drop in LCOE since 2010
Over the past decade, the economics of renewables have dramatically improved. The
cost of onshore wind, as an example, has dropped by more than c.60% since 2010,
mainly driven by the better performance (i.e., output) of larger and larger turbines. We
have seen an even steeper cost reduction for solar PV, which today is c.80% cheaper to
develop and operate than it was ten years ago. Here, most of the cost reduction has
been a result of the industrialisation and automation of the manufacturing process.
Exhibit 29: The cost of renewable generation has decreased by c.60%-80% since 2008
Wind and solar LCOEs (€/MWh)
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Renewables have become a deﬂationary force for power systems. In other words, wind
and solar are now part of the solution to the affordability problem, not their cause. The
following exhibit shows that the LCOEs of wind and solar are well below the cash costs
of thermal plants, and are even lower than the replacement costs of legacy generation
assets.
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Exhibit 30: LCOEs of wind and solar are well below the cash costs of thermal plants, and are even lower
than the replacement costs of legacy generation assets
Levelised cost of electricity by technoloy for 2022E, cost breakdown (€/MWh)
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The following exhibits show the power generation supply curves in Spain, for 2022E and
2030E. We can see a signiﬁcant increase in RES share (wind, solar) in the generation
mix over time: while they represent c.45% of the generation mix in 2022E, by 2030E
this should increase to c.75%. This leads, by the end of the decade, to a ﬂattening of the
merit order curve, marginalising the role of thermal plants. We estimate that thermal
(gas) plants will be marginal some 60% of the time by then, vs. c.70%-80% currently.
Given the cost-gap between gas plants and renewables, a lower share of thermal plants
at the margin would put downward pressure on wholesale power prices.
Exhibit 31: Gas is the price-setting technology in most hours
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Exhibit 32: Renewables should shift the supply curve
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Exhibit 33 details our power price forecast for the German market; in light of the
deﬂationary effect of renewables, and thanks to the normalization of commodities, we
forecast prices declining to c.€60/MWh by 2030, and being sub-€55/MWh by 2035.
These are calculated assuming gas prices in line with the long-term average of
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€22.5/MWhg and carbon at €50/t. If we were to maintain the CO2 price at €100/t (the
current level) and gas at €35/MWhg (the average between the long-term level and the
2021, pre-conﬂict, level), then our 2030-35 estimates would be much higher.
Exhibit 33: We expect the German power price to decline to c.€60/MWh by 2030E and to sub-€55/MWh
by 2035E
German 1-year forward power price evolution under different scenarios, GSe (€/MWh)
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Electriﬁcation could cut household energy bills by c.75%
Structurally, we believe electriﬁcation would provide the most-cost effective, permanent
solution: thanks to the RES cost advantage, electrifying power generation and buildings
(heating) could lower energy bills by c.75% vs current levels. Furthermore, we believe
bills would largely decouple from gas prices, thus minimizing the volatility of future
monthly payments.

Italy: households could potentially spend c.€6,000 per year on energy bills by 2023,
without intervention
If we were to assume the current gas/power forward curves remained constant, we
estimate that by 2023, a typical household – we base our calculations on a typical Italian
family, using ofﬁcial tariffs disclosed by Eurostat – would incur energy bills of
c.€500/month (c.€6,000/year), reﬂecting two main cost items.
n

Electricity. Electricity costs would represent about 30% of annual energy costs
(c.€150/month), and would mostly reﬂect the costs of llighting and appliances in a
typical household consuming 2.75 MWh per year.

n

Gas. Gas bills in Italy would represent the remaining 70% of total energy costs
(c.€350/month), and reﬂect the heavy utilisation of gas to heat residential homes
during winter.

Exhibit 34: We estimate that households will spend c.€500/month on energy bills by
2023E Typical Italian household energy bill breakdown by source, 2023E (percentage)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

Electriﬁcation of households could support a c.75% reduction in bills
On our estimates, household energy bills could drop by c.80%, once fully
electriﬁed. This would imply nearly €400/month of savings (vs. current levels), or
nearly €5,000 pa. This would be mostly owing to:

n
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c.55% to 2030 in an electriﬁcation scenario. This would driven by: (1) the
normalization of commodity prices (gas back to pre-crisis levels, at €50/MWh); (2)
the deﬂationary pressure of growing RES capacity in the generation system; and (3)
the lapsing of incentives on legacy RES investments.
n

Gas bills. In an electriﬁcation scenario, we would expect gas bills to drop to zero, as
heating would be electriﬁed. This would, in turn, increase the consumption of
electricity. We estimate that heat pump use (HPs) would more than double (to c.6-7
MWh pa) the annual consumption of electricity by households.

Exhibit 35: By 2030E, our analysis shows that energy bills could drop by c.75% in an electriﬁcation scenario
Typical household energy bill evolution in different scenarios (€ year)
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The up-front costs of electrifying households
The electriﬁcation of households’ energy bills implies the elimination of fossil fuel-based
power generation, and the installation of a heat pump system to electrify heating. We
see the need for energy policy in the process of household electriﬁcation as purely
monetary: we estimate the up-front investment in HPs representing a total cost of
c.€4,400 per given household. If we add to this the up-front costs for house recabling
(as households intensify their electricity consumption via electriﬁcation, electricity
cables will need an increase in voltage capacity, from c.3 kW to c.9 kW – also preparing
consumers for an electric vehicle), the up-front investment for electriﬁcation would sit at
just below €5,000 per household.
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Exhibit 36: Up-front investments in HPs and recabling could represent a total cost of just below €5,000 per
household, we estimate
Costs incurred in an electriﬁcation scenario, per household, breakdown by source (€)
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n

Household recabling would require up-front investments of c.€400 per
household. This is the cost to upgrade cables to avoid overloads as household
electricity consumption intensiﬁes. We estimate an average cost per household of
c.€70/kW, and we assume an average increase to c.9 kW from c.3 kW.

n

The electriﬁcation of heating would require some c.€4,400 of up-front costs.
This, based on our estimate, is the cost required to purchase a heat pump and to
reconﬁgure the heating system accordingly (over and above the typical cost of a gas
boiler). We assume the current cost gap between a heat pump and a gas boiler at
c.€5,100, and we anticipate this gap narrowing by 2050, at a c.1% pa rate.

Against the c.€5,000 of subsidies needed, in the event that households were to be
shielded from up-front electriﬁcation costs, we estimate that a typical family could save
nearly €5,000 pa from there energy bills. In other words, the payback period of grants in
this scenario would then be close to one year, based on current wholesale curves.
Exhibit 37: Payback period for grants for a typical household would be close to a year, at current
wholesale curves
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Stock negatives may be meaningful, but temporary
The Energy Affordability Crisis is likely to have several industry repercussions: the
negatives may be meaningful, but appear more temporary in nature. First, we ﬂag that
regulatory risk may not yet have peaked, but may do so once energy bills have peaked
this coming winter (per our expectation). Regulatory intervention could take different
shapes: we investigate price-caps/windfall taxes, social tariffs and a tariff freeze. We
also investigate how the spike in bills may cause demand destruction. We believe
investors see power generation and (mostly) large supply portfolios as particularly risky.

Three main sources of regulatory risk in supply activities
n

Price-caps and/or windfall taxes. As seen in Spain (a recently introduced 1.2%
revenue tax on supply) or in Romania (1Q-2022 tariff freeze), supply activities can be
subject to ad hoc taxes, or tariff freezes. We believe a tariff freeze would be highly
punitive (and unsustainable in the context of current price curves, as it would likely
put considerable ﬁnancial strain on suppliers).

4 September 2022

n

Social tariffs. Typically, a social tariff is a discount on energy bills, given to the most
vulnerable customers and paid by (socialized among) the other customers. In Spain,
the government has imposed (and previously attempted to impose) a social tariff on
suppliers, as a way to fund customer subsidies. In the UK, the price-cap on standard
variable customers has limited the EBITDA margin that can be achieved on
customers that are less prone to switch supplier. Given the exceptionality of the
circumstances described in this report, the following exhibit (for purely illustrative
purposes) shows our estimate of the potential bottom line impact that a 25% social
tariff (at zero EBITDA margin) would have on the main Continental European
suppliers.

n

Tariff freeze. A tariff freeze, in our view, could be highly detrimental to the broader
energy system. Although they have been used, as seen in Romania in 1Q 2022, a
freeze could create a signiﬁcant spike in debt. For larger, listed corporates, the
liquidity issues that this could create could lead to dividend cancellations, potential
capital raises and would likely harm investments. For smaller suppliers, a freeze
could threaten the entire business model. For these reasons, we see such
measures as having only a very slim chance of being implemented.
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Trading losses: a business risk in winter 2022/23E
The exhibit below shows volumes of electricity (TWhe) and gas (TWhg) supplied over
a year (2021) by the main suppliers within our coverage. As can be seen, EON
supplies the largest energy volumes in Europe (>400 TWh in both gas and electricity),
followed by Engie (nearly 200 TWh of gas) and Enel (nearly 200 TWh of electricity).
Exhibit 38: EON, Engie and Enel are the EU utilities in our coverage supplying the largest volumes of gas
and electricity
Gas (TWhg) and electricity (TWhe) volumes supplied in 2021 by company (TWhg and TWhe); 2021
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Typically, suppliers hedge procurement/sales about 12 months in advance. It is not
unusual for companies to leave a small share of their procurement unhedged however,
to provide headroom for last-minute adjustments in consumption patterns (i.e., weather,
churn rate, etc.). Although such a strategy works in a normalized pricing environment
(the supplier can always access the market and buy additional volumes as needed), in
environments such as the current one, this can entail large trading losses.

Bad debt provisions could soon become relevant
Typically, suppliers are required to provision c.0.5%-1.0% of their revenues as bad debt,
to account for any issues when collecting bills from consumers. However, with
increasing energy bills, some consumers may struggle to pay them, or pay them on
time. This could trigger further delays in payments, with companies potentially required
to increase bad debt provisions to protect themselves against customers’ defaults. As a
reference, the following exhibit the potential impact from bad debt provisions (on 2023E
net income), for each 0.5pp increase in bad debt provisions.
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The positives are structural
The ongoing Energy Affordability Crisis is likely to have several industry repercussions:
the negative ones appear more temporary in nature (regulatory risk, demand
destruction), whilst the positive ones (green energy capex super-cycle, higher for longer
energy prices) have much longer duration.

Green capex supercycle is here to stay
As discussed in previous sections, we believe the current energy affordability crisis can
only be structurally solved through the electriﬁcation of the European economy. Meeting
the REPower EU goals would require the mobilisation of €3.7 tn at the EU level, we
estimate. Of this, we estimate more than half (c.€2.2 tn) could be privately funded
investment, carried out for the most part by green energy companies.
Exhibit 39: REPowerEU targets imply c.€3.7 tn of capital mobilisation by 2030E
Cumulative investments to 2030E under REPowerEU (€ tn and %)
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Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

On renewables speciﬁcally (where we foresee c.€1 tn of investment to 2030E),
complying with REPower EU plan requires the deployment of an additional c.900 GW in
the region to 2030. This would represent a quadrupling of its installed wind and solar
base (c.300 GW) in just over a decade.
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Exhibit 40: REPowerEU targets >1,200 GW of renewable capacity by 2030
European solar and wind capacity under REPowerEU (GW)
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Source: European Commission, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research

However, the process of scaling up renewables investments does not happen overnight.
The time needed to raise the number of public employees necessary to support the
approval of permits, to develop larger pipelines, and to convert them into real assets,
implies a lag between the announcement of new policies and the achievement of peak
capacity growth. It is for these reasons that we believe the step up in RES investments
will be gradual, and that growth will continue accelerating until the end of the decade.
The following exhibit shows our estimates of the annual capex in wind/solar (€ bn)
necessary for Europe to comply with its REPower EU plan. Investments (at c.€25 bn per
year, in 2016-20, on average) could reach a peak of c.€180 bn pa by the end of the
decade.
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Exhibit 41: Annual investments in wind/solar could rise to c.€180 bn by 2030E
Europe’s renewables annual capex evolution (€ bn)
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Higher-for-longer energy prices
As noted earlier in this report, although we expect a gradual normalization of power
prices to 2030 (in light of a normalization in commodity prices, together with the
deﬂationary effect of renewables), we expect them to be at around €60/MWh by
2030E
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and €55/MWh by 2035E, this would still be well above long-term average EU power
prices, at c.€50/MWh.
We note that these are calculated assuming gas prices in line with the LT average of
€22.5/MWhg and carbon at €50/t. If we were to keep the CO2 price at €100/t (current
levels) and gas at €35/MWhg (the average between the long-term level and the 2021
pre-conﬂict level), then our 2030-35 estimates would be much higher.
Exhibit 42: We expect the German power price to decline to c.€60/MWh by 2030 and to sub €55/MWh
by 2035
German power price (€/MWh)
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